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3D Objects: Making a Globe with LibreOffice [2]

In the dialog box that appears, click on ?Bitmap? and then on ?Add/Import?. Select the downloaded map, and enter a name for it, that you will use in your collection of bitmaps. The image should be applied to the sphere. If not, select the map from the collection.

Then, in the ?Options? part of the dialog box, select the item ?Stretched? from the drop-down list ?Style?. Click OK. Your globe is finished!

Bibliography improvements in LibreOffice Writer: refer to a specific page [3]

The bibliography feature in Writer allows authors of e.g. scientific papers to track sources: first you can insert bibliography entry fields, then at the end you can generate a bibliography table automatically.

Writer recently gained two improvements in this area, and now there is one more: the ability to refer to a specific page of a (potentially long) source.

First, thanks TUBITAK ULAKBIM who made this work by Collabora possible.